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The world’s largest oil companies are reining in capital expenditure in pretty much every oil venue in the world, except for hotspots in Latin America ...
The Only Venue Where Oil Majors Will Still Spend Big
The US president has dumped the notions of small government and trickle down economics in his bid to rebuild the American economy ...
ExplainSpeaking: In Joe Biden’s Covid-19 rescue plan for the US economy, lessons for India
Written for undergraduate and graduate students of finance, economics and business, the fourth edition of Financial Markets and Institutions provides a fresh analysis of the European financial system.
Financial Markets and Institutions
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky says the government is working on the development of the domestic nuclear industry to ensure energy security and synchronize the national power grids with those ...
Zelensky says Ukraine to manufacture advanced nuclear reactors
Bob Shine, VP of Marketing & Product Management at Telescent, shows how dynamic resource allocation at the fiber layer can manage optics costs.
Managing the Rising Cost of Optics in Networks
The pandemic normalized WFH and accelerated adoption of new technologies such as automation, all of which could translate into a meaningful boost for GDP.
Productivity Is Finally Looking Up, and the Gains Could Lift Growth
The developments in the first month included some that were better than many expected, while a number of others were negative, including several that are of considerable concern.
The U.K. At Four Months Post-Brexit
First, US productivity growth — and that of other advanced economies — had been ... boost productivity growth in a sustained way. Fourth, the computer revolution and corporate IT investment ...
America’s missing $11 trillion
GDP is poised to surge 6.2% this year. With growth that fast, expect some strange developments along the way.
The US economy is barreling toward a boom — and it's going to be bigger, faster, and weirder than you expect
An African-American professor looks at the United States and sees the greatest force for human liberty on the planet.
The Case for Black Patriotism
Born in Hungary and studied at the London School of Economics ... in SYF advanced by 4 in recent months. Synchrony Financial was in 50 hedge funds’ portfolios at the end of the fourth quarter ...
10 Best Dividend Stocks According to George Soros
Delhi NCR (AIC-SNU), supported by NITI Aayog’s Atal Innovation Mission (Government of India), has launched the fourth edition of its ‘Venture Challenge’ – a closed-door contest for new ...
Atal Incubation Centre-Shiv Nadar University Calls for Start-up Pitches; Onboards Dassault Systemes, HCL Technologies as Partners
He received his bachelor's degree in interdisciplinary studies from St. Stephen's University and his master's degree in economics at ... with the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development ...
How Moderna Makes Money
TORONTO (Reuters) - The Canadian dollar strengthened against its U.S. counterpart on Wednesday and advanced for a fourth straight ... a senior economist at Action Economics. Pfizer Inc has agreed ...
C$ posts fourth straight quarterly gain on improving growth outlook
This is the fourth Yeshiva University online program ... real estate law, urban economics, management and organization, real estate entrepreneurship, sustainable design and architecture, urban ...
Sy Syms School of Business Launches Mitzner Online Master of Science in Real Estate Supported by Everspring
The former crown prince is the son of the late King Hussein and his fourth wife ... the Progressive Change Campaign Committee, which has advanced the concept of “main street bipartisanship.” ...
Today’s Premium Stories
It doesn’t take an advanced degree in economics to know that gambling is ... Compared to other types of gambling in the UK, bingo is the fourth most profitable. Bingo parlors achieved a gross ...
The Effect of Bingo on the UK Economy: An Ever-Growing Market
BSc in Business & Economics from Uppsala University ... suggests 30% upside in the next 12 months. Advanced Drainage Systems (NYSE:WMS) is currently trading at a premium relative to peers in ...
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